ACCOMMODATION

Tranquil living spaces invite guests to relax in genuine comfort and style. Designed as an imaginative retreat, each of our pet-friendly 401 rooms, suites and 129 apartments offer a distinctive residential feel. Locally inspired techniques, details and fabrics in the rooms are re-interpreted into modern design elements and lend a sense of place. Each room and suite showcases a unique curated piece of art that celebrates a reason to “fall in love with Delhi”.

AMENITIES

Welcome beverage upon arrival//Complimentary Wi-Fi and unlimited local calls//Complimentary minibar with locally sourced non-alcoholic beverages and snacks//Luxury bath amenities//Long daybed//Locally-inspired robe & slippers//In-room electronic safe deposit box//Over-sized work desk with enhanced lighting

NEIGHBOURHOOD

LOCATED in the urbane destination of Aerocity and adjacent to the Indira Gandhi International Airport//Andaz Delhi is in close proximity to downtown Delhi, Vasant Kunj and the business hub of Gurgaon

NEAR Worldmark offices//DLF Cyber City//Mehrauli//Chhattarpur Qutub Minar//Hauz Khas Village//Khan Market//Art galleries, shopping and entertainment

NEAREST Metro station - Aerocity

AT YOUR SERVICE

24-Hour fitness centre//2 Outdoor swimming pools with a sun deck//24-Hour in-room dining//Spa services//Currency exchange//Airport transfers//Business lounge

DINING & ENTERTAINMENT

THE HONG KONG CLUB

A breathtaking multi-level destination with a bar, restaurant and lounge//Dramatic modern Chinese interiors//Hong Kong Cantonese flavours//Chinese zodiac-inspired cocktails International entertainment//Private dining rooms//Direct access from hotel and street level

BRUNCH 12.30 P.M. > 04.00 P.M. (Sundays only)
DINNER 06.00 P.M. > 01.00 A.M. (Sun - Wed)
06.00 P.M. > 04.00 A.M. (Thu - Sat)

ANNAMAYA

A modern European food hall inspired by the colours and flavours of India//Speciality kitchens, delicatessens stations and gourmet stalls//Consciously-sourced ingredients and local artisans' produce//Charcoal-grilled meat, seafood, vibrant salad and light modern curries//Coffee, chai, lassi and re-imagined cocktails

BREAKFAST 06.30 A.M. > 10.30 A.M. (Mon – Fri)
06.30 A.M. > 12.00 P.M. (Sat – Sun)
LAZY SUNDAY BREAKFAST 06.30 A.M. > 04.30 P.M. (Sun/Public holidays)
ALL DAY DINING 24 Hours

JUNIPER BAR

The perfect place to socialise and entertain friends and colleagues//Wide range of 35 stylised gin and tonic infusions//Relaxed atmosphere with large communal bar tables

11.00 A.M. > 12.30 A.M.

SOUL PANTRY

A modern, sustainable and mindful eatery inspired by the abundance of nature//Sustainably-sourced native grains//Nutritious dense flatbreads, wellness bowls, healthy beverages and an indigenous coffee program

11.00 A.M. > 11.00 P.M.